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Abstract 
Makrelov, I., On a modification of Chebyshev’s method, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 
41 (1992) 373-375. 
A new iterative method for finding simultaneously all zeros of generalized polynomials is considered in this 
paper. The method is based on the classical Chebyshev’s method for finding individually roots of nonlinear 
equations. Two numerical experiments are presented, where the new method gives better results than 
Chebyshev’s method, but the inverse case is also impossible. The main idea in this paper however is to show 
the close connection between the classical methods (for individual finding) and the methods for finding 
simultaneously zeros of polynomials. Here we remind that the famous method of Ehrlich (1967) can be 
obtained from the classical Obreshkov’s (1958, 1963) and Heinz’s (1963) method applying the technique 
described below. 
Keywords: Chebysheir’s method; generalized polynomial; simultaneous root-finding; cubic convergence; Cheby- 
shev system. 
Let 
(1) 
s=o 
be a generalized polynomial with the Chebyshev system of basic functions {&b>),N=O with real 
and complex coefficients {o,}~!!!, having only single zeros x1, x2, . . . , xN, i.e., 
P( Xi) = 0, P’( Xi) Z 0, i = 1, 2,..., N. (2) 
Chebyshev’s well-known method [l] 
xlk+ II= xlkl _ f Vkl) 1 f(x[kl) f “(Xik’) 
f ‘(XIkl) 
‘+~f,(~[k~) f,(X[kl) ) ‘=‘, ‘; “*..’ 
is transformed in the following way: the function f(x) is replaced by the generalized polyno- 
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the ratio f”( x)/f ‘( _v) by Qz( s)/Q;( x), where QJ x) is a polynomial with the 
system {4,);! o of the basic functions. The zeros of QJx~ are the k th approximations 
1 to the zeros x I , . 2 ,..., s,y r of the polynomial (11, respectively. In this way we 
new iterative process for finding simultaneously 
1 
, 
all zeros of polynomials of type ( 1): 
i= 1,2,..., N, k=0,1,2 ,..., 
(3) 
“1) =def P(x~““)/P’(xW 
[n case ( 1) is an algkbraic p6lynomial of the kind P(x) = EfGoa,xs, method (3) has the 
_x[lr: + 11 
P 
where the ratio Q;i”( x\“)/Q;( $1) is substituted by its transformed form 2zy! ,,i + i( xi’] - x\“])- I. 
Table ? 
Two numerical examples of the application of method (3) 
- 0.500 0.800 
0.339 1.050 
. . . 
4 o.3OoooooOOoooo i.0000000000000 
0.550 2.000 
0.156 1.131 
. . . . 
3 i).3oooOoooooooo 
. 
3 r).3oOooowooooo 1.0000000000000 
--- 
‘fqo mwnerical examples of the application of Chebyshev’s method 
k $1 XV’ 
i 0.3000000000000 0.299 999 999 99 
OSXJ LUUU 
II 1.231 1.244 
. . . 
-a i.ooooooooooooo i.0000000000000 
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Naturally, method (3) may be called a modification of Chebyshev’s method. The cubic 
convergence of method (3) can be made as in [4]. 
Example. Method (3) for the generalized polynomial 
P(x) =q&(x) +a,4dx) +a2di2(+ a,= -1, (4) 
where 
4,,(x) = 19 4,(x) =x2, 4,(X) = sin(x), 
was tested. The ,;xact zeros of the polynomial (4) are x1 = 0.3 and x2 = 1.0. The results of two 
experiments are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. 
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